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ABSTRACT
Tools for designing signal processing systems with their semantic
foundation in dataflow modeling often use high-level graphical user
interface (GUI) or text based languages that allow specifying appli-
cations as directed graphs. Such graphical representations serve as
an initial reference point for further analysis and optimizations that
lead to platform-specific implementations. For large-scale applica-
tions, the underlying graphs often consist of smaller substructures
that repeat multiple times. To enable more concise representation
and direct analysis of such substructures in the context of high level
DSP specification languages and design tools, we develop the mod-
eling concept of topological patterns, and propose ways for sup-
porting this concept in a high-level language. We augment the DIF
language — a language for specifying DSP-oriented dataflow graphs
— with constructs for supporting topological patterns, and we show
how topological patterns can be effective in various aspects of em-
bedded signal processing design flows using specific application ex-
amples.

Index Terms— Dataflow graphs, high-level languages, model-
based design, topological patterns, signal processing systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dataflow modeling is used extensively for designing signal pro-
cessing systems. There are various existing design tools with their
semantic foundations in dataflow modeling such as Agilent ADS [1],
National Instruments LabVIEW [2], Compaan/Laura [3], and Sys-
teMoc [4]. DSP-oriented dataflow design tools typically allow
high-level application specification, software simulation, and pos-
sibly synthesis for hardware or software implementation. These
tools employ high-level description languages for application spec-
ification. These languages, which may be either graphical user
interface (GUI) or text based, provide syntactic and semantic con-
structs for specifying graphical representations of DSP applications.
Such graphical representations are then parsed and converted into
an intermediate representation suitable for further processing.

In this paper, we address the problem of representing large-scale
and scalable dataflow graphs that have complex topologies. Such
graphs comprise of various kinds of functional substructures that are
parameterizable and can be represented in terms of concise, scalable
specifications.

For example, the dataflow graph of an N -point fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm consists of a combination of scaled
versions of a well-known pattern called the butterfly diagram [5],
and a systolic array is a mesh of computing elements having a
specific dataflow structure that can solve problems such as QR-
decomposition based recursive least square adaptive filtering, and

minimum variance distortionless response beamforming [6]. We
identify such common structures in dataflow graphs as topological
patterns, and treat this kind of patterns as first class citizens in the
modeling process. Furthermore, we demonstrate and experiment
with the use of topological patterns in the dataflow interchange
format (DIF), a textual design language and associated software
package for specification, analysis, and synthesis based on DSP-
oriented dataflow models of computation [7, 8].

Topological patterns not only permit scalable specifications of
dataflow substructures, but also expose the underlying graph struc-
ture explicitly to the corresponding design tool. This allows de-
sign tools to exploit any analysis or optimization advantages of-
fered by the substructures without having to “discover” those struc-
tures through additional levels of pre-processing analysis. Some of
the key components of the design flow that can potentially benefit
from explicitly exposed patterns include various kinds of schedul-
ing transformations, and techniques for buffer memory optimiza-
tion. Furthermore, by making it easier and more efficient to apply
substructure-specific analysis techniques, programming support for
topological patterns will encourage the development of such analysis
techniques, and provide a natural interface for reusing them across
different applications and tools.

2. BACKGROUND

This section provides background on dataflow modeling and the DIF
language. We also discuss earlier research efforts that are relevant to
this work.

2.1. Dataflow Modeling

Dataflow modeling involves representing an application using a di-
rected graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of vertices (nodes) and
E is a set of edges. Each vertex u ∈ V in a dataflow graph is called
an actor, and represents a specific computation block, while each
directed edge (u, v) ∈ E is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer that rep-
resents a communication link between the source actor u and the sink
actor v. A dataflow graph edge e can also have a non-negative inte-
ger delay, del(e), associated with it, which represents the number of
initial data values (tokens) present in the associated buffer.

Dataflow graphs operate based on data-driven execution, where
an actor can be executed (fired) whenever it has sufficient amounts
of data (numbers of “samples” or “data tokens”) available on all of
its inputs. During each firing, an actor consumes a certain number
of tokens from each input and produces a certain number of tokens
on each output. We refer to these numbers of tokens consumed and
produced in each actor execution as the consumption rate and pro-
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duction rate of the associated input and output, respectively. Usu-
ally production and consumption rate information is characterized
in terms of individual input and output ports so that each port of an
actor can in general have a different production or consumption rate
characterization. Such characterizations can have constant values
as in synchronous dataflow (SDF) [9]; periodic patterns of constant
values, as in cyclo-static dataflow (CSDF) [10]; or more complex
forms that are data-dependent (e.g., see [11, 12, 8]). A schedule for
a dataflow graph G is a sequence of actors in G, and represents the
order in which actors are fired during an execution of G.

2.2. The Dataflow Interchange Format

To describe dataflow applications for a wide range of DSP appli-
cations, application developers can use the DIF language, which
is a standard language founded in dataflow semantics and tailored
for DSP system design [7]. DIF provides an integrated set of syn-
tactic and semantic features that can fully capture essential mod-
eling information of DSP applications without over-specification.
From a dataflow point of view, DIF is designed to describe mixed-
grain graph topologies and hierarchies as well as to specify dataflow-
related and actor-specific information. The dataflow semantic spec-
ification is based on dataflow modeling theory and independent of
any design tool.

Fig. 1 illustrates some of the available constructs in the DIF lan-
guage along with the syntax used for application specification. More
details on the DIF language can be found in [7]. The topology block
of the specification specifies the graph topology, which includes all
of the nodes and edges in the graph. DIF supports built-in attributes
such as interface, refinement, parameter, and actor, which identify
specifications related to graph interfaces, hierarchical subsystems,
dataflow parameters, and actor configurations, respectively. DIF also
allows user-defined attributes, which have a similar syntax as built-in
attributes except that they need to be declared with the attribute
keyword.

To facilitate use of the DIF language, the DIF package (TDP)
has been built. Along with the ability to transform DIF descriptions
into manipulable internal representation, TDP contains graph utili-
ties, optimization engines, verification techniques, a comprehensive
functional simulation framework, and a software synthesis frame-
work for generating C code [7, 8]. These facilities make TDP an
effective environment for modeling dataflow applications, provid-
ing interoperability with other design environments, and developing
and experimenting with new tools and dataflow techniques. Beyond
these features, DIF is also suitable as a design environment for im-
plementing dataflow-based application representations. Describing
an application graph is done by listing nodes and edges, and then
annotating dataflow specific information.

2.3. Related Work

Block diagrams are a natural and convenient way of describing
DSP algorithms, and hence, DSP systems designers find it intuitive
to have a high-level application specification that captures such a de-
scription. GUI based dataflow languages try to capture this intuition
using visually appealing representations, while text based languages
provide syntax that looks similar to common procedural languages,
such as C, but with semantic constructs that model the dataflow
structure of DSP block diagrams. To effectively handle the increas-
ing complexity of signal processing system design, these languages
must provide frameworks for modular and scalable representations
with sufficient expressive power.

[dataflowModel] graphID {
basedon { graphID; }
[topology] {
nodes = ndID, ...;
edges = edgeID(srcNdID, snkNdID), ...; }
[builtInAttr] {
elementID = value;
elementID = id;
elementID = id1, id2, ...; }
[attribute] usrDefAttr {
elementID = value;
elementID = id;
elementID = id1, id2, ...; } }

Fig. 1. The DIF language

Earlier research efforts have focused on supporting commonly
used and highly expressive constructs from procedural languages,
such as recurrences, iteration, and conditionals, in dataflow-oriented
languages [13]. Subsequent work includes evolution of various
textual languages for DSP system design, such as SILAGE [14],
StreamIt [15], and CAL [16]. The StreamIt language provides high-
level, architecture-independent abstractions for streaming applica-
tions geared toward large-scale program development. The CAL
language is an actor-oriented language, which has been applied ac-
tively for field programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation
and reconfigurable video coding applications. The SILAGE lan-
guage has been developed with an emphasis on support for high
level synthesis and multidimensional signal processing.

While these previous efforts have employed useful techniques
for deriving and exploiting various types of specialized dataflow
substructures within their respective compilers, they lack a general
method for explicit and scalable representation of such substructures
by the programmer. Such a programming interface for topological
patterns is essential to capture the broad range of relevant patterns in
ways that are scalable, and flexibly extensible to accommodate new
types of patterns as they emerge from new applications and mod-
eling techniques. Our concept of topological patterns is designed
precisely to bridge this gap.

In other prior work, higher-order functions have been shown
to permit elegant construction of structured subsystems in dataflow
representations [17]. Higher-order functions are functions that take
functions as inputs or produce functions as outputs. Topological
patterns provide a related but technically different approach since
topological patterns operate on generic directed graph vertices (e.g.,
nodes in DIF), where the actual binding to actor functionality and
associated actor parameter values is specified separately, possibly
through additional parameter propagation patterns (PPPs). Thus,
unlike higher-order functions that take functions as arguments, topo-
logical patterns take only generic graph vertices (or arrays of such
vertices) as arguments. Furthermore, our development of topolog-
ical patterns is tightly integrated with textual graph representation
and arrays of graph vertices and edges, which are useful for provid-
ing scalable representations and managing large-scale designs.

Perhaps the most closely related prior work is that on support
for arrays of vertices and edges in the DIF language with array
construction syntax and semantics similar to those in the C lan-
guage [18]. These constructs provide a useful shorthand notation
for specifying related groups of graph elements (nodes or edges) as
arrays in which individual elements can be easily indexed. A typical
elementID in the DIF specification (see Fig. 1) when referred to
as baseName[N ], generates an array of N elements. For example,
tap[N] in DIF specifies an array tap of N nodes. The ith node
can be accessed using its index as tap[i − 1]. However, in this



first-version array support within DIF, there is no mechanism for
instantiating (declaring) collections of related edges automatically
as structured mappings among corresponding subsets of nodes. It
is also not possible to configure parameters across arrays of actors
as functions of the array indices. These two features — scalable,
programmatic instantiation of graphical substructures, and associ-
ation of parameter values — are provided by our development of
topological patterns. This development is orthogonal to the existing
support for syntactic and semantic hierarchy in the DIF language,
which allows constructing hierarchical dataflow graphs. The focus
here is to allow the designer to specify already identified topological
patterns in the design and expose such patterns to the tool, which
is generally not achieved through conventional methods for using
hierarchical dataflow graphs.

In this paper, we formulate the concept of topological patterns
and its application to dataflow modeling, and to prototype this con-
cept in DIF, we build upon the first-version framework of arrays in
DIF, and introduce new modeling and language constructs that are
dedicated to topological patterns. We also demonstrate the use of
topological patterns to derive efficient implementations.

3. TOPOLOGICAL PATTERNS

We have developed a concept of topological patterns for concise
specification of functional structures at the dataflow graph (inter-
actor) level. Topological patterns provide a scalable approach to
specifying regular functional structures in a manner that is analo-
gous in some ways to the use of design patterns in object oriented
software [19], but with additional properties associated with being
formally integrated with the framework of dataflow. This integration
allows not only for specification of functional patterns but also for
their analysis and optimization as part of the larger framework of
dataflow.

Topological patterns build on the concepts of graph element ar-
rays, which allow indexed families of graph elements to be declared
and treated as single units for purposes of graph construction and
analysis. As with arrays in conventional programming languages,
graph element arrays can be single- or multi-dimensional. Addi-
tionally, they can be parameterized in terms of dataflow graph at-
tributes so that their sizes and other characteristics can be conve-
niently adapted.

3.1. Topological Patterns in Signal Processing

We motivate the utility of incorporating topological patterns into
dataflow frameworks for DSP system design by illustrating the per-
vasive nature of these patterns in the domain of DSP. We have al-
ready discussed a few such patterns in Section 1 — in particular,
the butterfly and mesh patterns, which have applications in FFTs
and systolic arrays, respectively. Additionally, the chain pattern is
one of the most commonly found topological patterns. This pat-
tern finds applications in modeling multi-stage sample rate convert-
ers, delay lines in finite impulse response (FIR) filters, or configura-
tions of pipeline stages. A chain of delay blocks, a chain of adders,
and an array of filter taps collectively specify a complete FIR filter
when connected together. A natural extension of this pattern is a
2-dimensional mesh structure. Such a structure is of particular use
to model DSP architectures in which data flows across a network of
processing elements connected to form a 2-D grid such as the sys-
tolic array, as discussed earlier in Section 1 [6].

A ring pattern represents a cycle in the graph as may be intro-
duced by a phase-locked loop [20] or more generally, a feedback

loop in the system. The FFT block is one of the most abundantly
found blocks in DSP systems. An N -point FFT computation in-
volves FFT computation stages of smaller dimensions that can be
implemented as scaled versions of 2-point FFT. These FFT stages
resemble a butterfly like pattern [5]. Such patterns can also be found
in other applications, such as sorting networks [21]. Entropy en-
coding algorithms such as Huffman coding make use of the binary
tree structure, a commonly found data structure in many computer
algorithms [22]. A pattern in which edges connect a source node to
multiple sink nodes could be termed as a broadcast pattern. This
pattern finds its use in applications that have computation blocks in
multiple stages with blocks in one stage connected to those in the
subsequent stage. Such patterns are observed in multi-layer neural
networks used for pattern classification [23] and trellis coding algo-
rithms used in digital communication [20]. It is also common to find
its dual, a merge pattern, which connects multiple source nodes to a
single sink node. Such applications may also have parallel connec-
tions between corresponding nodes in adjacent stages. We identify
this pattern as a parallel pattern in which edges form a one-to-one
correspondence between nodes in two different sets.

3.2. Formulation of Topological Patterns

Although we are interested in the graph theoretic interpretation of
topological patterns, we envision them as a more general concept.
They provide a suitable abstraction for creating well-defined patterns
from ordered collections of objects. A topological pattern can be
thought of as a mapping that, when applied to an ordered sequence
of objects, establishes a relation between any two objects in the se-
quence and in turn, generates a structured pattern of inter-object re-
lationships. When represented graphically, these relationships take
the form of graph edges. In a dataflow graph, the ordered sequences
of objects typically correspond to arrays (or sub-arrays) of dataflow
graph nodes.

Let Zpos and Znn denote the sets of positive and non-negative
integers, respectively. For m ∈ Zpos, M(m) denotes the set of all
m × m matrices over Znn. For x ∈ Znn, let U(x) be defined as
U(x) =

⋃x

y=1 M(y).
We restrict our discussion to “bounded topological patterns,”

where each pattern p has an associated bound b(p) ∈ Zpos on the
number of objects it can handle. This development can be extended
naturally to unbounded patterns, but for simplicity, brevity, and rea-
sons of practicality, we restrict our discussion here to finite patterns.
Therefore, by the term “topological pattern”, we implicitly mean
“bounded topological pattern” in the rest of the paper.

For n ∈ Zpos, let Sn = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We can now define a
topological pattern p as a mapping from positive integers (indices of
ordered sequences) into matrices over Znn:

p : Sb(p) → U(b(p)). (1)

Thus, suppose that we have a pattern p with associated bound
b(p) = B ∈ Zpos, and an ordered sequence of objects (e.g., graph
vertices) a1, a2, . . . , aN such that N ≤ B. Then we have that
p(SN) ∈ M(N). Thus, p(SN) is an N × N matrix K ∈ M(N),
where the interpretation is that any element of K, denoted by K[i, j],
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , gives the number of connections (directed edges)
from object ai to object aj .

Note that this formulation allows for multiple (“parallel”) di-
rected edges from the same pair of source and sink nodes. Such
a provision for parallel edges is important to accommodate in the
modeling of practical signal processing systems. That is, practical
dataflow graphs are technically directed multigraphs instead of pure
directed graphs.
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Fig. 2. Configuring an array of nodes with a PPP.

3.3. Parameter Propagation

An important feature to support in conjunction with topological pat-
terns is a mechanism for structured parameter propagation, whereby
any parameters associated with the vertices in a topological pattern
can be set as a function of the vertex indices (i.e., indices associ-
ated with the underlying vertex ordering that is input to the pattern
instance). For example, Fig. 2 shows an array of 5 actors identified
as A 1, A 2, . . . , A 5, where each actor actor has a parameter angle
associated with it that is an affine function of its index in the ar-
ray. Such a parameter assignment can be implemented in a scalable,
reusable, and explicitly-recognizable form as a designated PPP —
in particular, a PPP for affine mappings of parameter values across
ordered vertices. Such an affine PPP can find use in specifying ele-
ments of a steering vector corresponding to each sensor in a sensor
array while estimating the direction of arrival of the received sig-
nal [24].

In terms of implementation in the DIF language, just as com-
ponent attributes and topological patterns can be either user-defined
or built-in, similarly commonly-used PPPs can be absorbed into the
language as built-in PPPs, while users have the flexibility to incor-
porate specialized PPPs by linking their interpretation (propagation
functionality) to segments of customized Java code.

4. TOPOLOGICAL PATTERNS IN DIF

We extend the DIF language by supporting topological patterns as
first class citizens in the modeling framework. These patterns can
be defined as built-in patterns, which are recognized and processed
through corresponding keywords in the language. To enable more
flexible application of patterns, we also support declaring arbitrary
(user-defined) patterns, whose associated graph construction func-
tionality can be carried out through procedural language code (Java
or C in the case of DIF) that is linked with the graph specification.

We have added, as built-in topological pattern specifiers, new
keywords in DIF corresponding to topological patterns that are rel-
atively common in signal processing systems. These keywords,
such as ring, parallel, merge, butterfly, broadcast,
and chain, allow specifying patterns explicitly as part of the
topology block in a DIF specification. When declaring an in-
stance of such a pattern, the designer must provide with an ordered
sequence of vertices and an optional set of parameter values. The
pattern construct, when parsed, generates the required edges, in-
serting the new edges into the graph that is being constructed. The
pattern construct also configures the underlying nodes using the
parameter propagation mechanism explained in Section 3.3.

A typical way to specify a sequence of nodes is through the use
of DIF notation for representing nodes in an array. For example,
for an array of 7 nodes specified as A[7] (as in C, DIF arrays are
indexed starting at 0), we can specify that 5 of its elements form a
ring structure with the following DIF code
topology {
nodes = A[7];
edges = e0(A[0], A[1]), e1(A[5], A[6]),
ring(A[1:1:5]); }

A B
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(a) SDF graph to HSDF graph
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(b) CSDF graph to HSDF graph
topology {
nodes = A[6], B[2], C;
edges = merge(A[0:2], B[0]),
merge(A[3:5], B[1]), merge(B[0:1], C); }

(c) DIF topology block for HSDF graph in (a)
topology {
nodes = A[6], B[6], C;
edges = parallel(A[0:5], B[0:5]),
merge(B[0:3:3], C); }

(d) DIF topology block for HSDF graph in (b)

Fig. 3. A sample rate converter.

in the topology block. The argument A[1:1:5] to the construct
ring, specifies an array of nodes starting from A[1], ending at
A[5], and having an array index increment of 1. Note that, outside
of the pattern instantiation construct, the nodes in the array A can
be accessed by their indices to create edges that are not part of the
ring pattern. Thus, one can flexibly embed patterns within arbitrary
structures, including structures that contain other patterns.

5. APPLICATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL PATTERNS

As described earlier, we envision topological patterns to offer man-
ifold advantages at various stages of the design flow from modeling
to platform-specific implementation. In Sections 3 and 4, we have
identified topological patterns in various DSP system specifications.
In the following subsections, we examine other aspects of the design
flow where topological patterns can be effectively used.

5.1. Topological Patterns for Representing HSDF Graphs

Many techniques devised for generating multiprocessor sched-
ules from SDF graphs require that the given dataflow graph be trans-
formed into an equivalent homogeneous SDF (HSDF) graph. An
HSDF graph is an SDF graph in which every actor consumes (pro-
duces) a single token from (on) each input (output) port. Techniques
for converting an SDF graph into equivalent (for scheduling pur-
poses) HSDF graphs have been developed in [9]. Such techniques
are useful because equivalent HSDF graphs can expose parallelism
much more effectively compared to their more compact SDF coun-
terparts.

Unfortunately, equivalent HSDF representations can scale very
inefficiently — the size of an equivalent HSDF is in general not poly-
nomially bounded in the size of the corresponding SDF graph [25].
Representing and porting such HSDF graphs becomes a cumber-
some exercise. It also makes it difficult for a design tool to tra-
verse the HSDF representation and make effective use of it within
a reasonable amount of time. Topological patterns can help in this
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topology {
nodes = RGB, RGB2YCbCr, D[2], B[3], T[3],
Q[3], Z[3], F[3];
edges = e0(RGB, RGB2YCbCr),
broadcast(RGB2YCbCr, D[0:1:1], B[2]),
chain(D[0], B[0], T[0], Q[0], Z[0], F[0]),
chain(D[1], B[1], T[1], Q[1], Z[1], F[1]),
chain(B[2], T[2], Q[2], Z[2], F[2]);}

Fig. 4. JPEG encoder and topology block in its DIF specification.

situation by providing concise representations to expose repetitive
structures within HSDF representations.

For example, Fig. 3(a) shows an SDF graph that models a simple
sample rate converter, and its equivalent HSDF graph (below). Here,
actor B is a decimator with a decimation factor of 3. Fig. 3(c) shows
the DIF specification of this HSDF graph using topological patterns.
Fig. 3(b) and (d) show an equivalent CSDF graph model with its
HSDF graph and associated topological-pattern-based DIF specifi-
cation. In the CSDF representation, actor B provides a decimation
by a factor of 3 by consuming input tokens on every firing while
producing an output token only on every third firing, starting with
the first firing. As this example illustrates, topological patterns can
provide a concise and scalable representation of equivalent HSDF
graph representations for SDF graphs.

Structured representations of HSDF graphs can also enable effi-
cient tuning of HSDF graph representations in terms of application
parameters. For example, for the dataflow graph in Figure 3(b), it
can be observed that if the decimation factor of actor B is changed,
then the DIF representation for the HSDF graph can be updated by
simply changing the numeric arguments to the topological patterns
used in its representation. In general, for a decimation factor of γ,
the production rate of actor B in Fig. 3(b) is [1 0 0 · · · 0]1×γ and
the equivalent HSDF graph for this CSDF graph has the following
specification.
topology {
nodes = A[2γ], B[2γ], C;
edges = parallel(A[0:2γ-1], B[0:2γ-1]),
merge(B[0:γ:γ], C); }

Thus, topological patterns provide streamlined representations
that are concise, tunable, and scalable, and are particularly useful for
complex graph structures, such as those found in equivalent HSDF
graphs arising from multirate SDF models.

5.2. Exploring Implementation Trade-offs using Topological
Patterns

Fig. 4 shows a JPEG encoder along with the topology block
in its DIF specification. It effectively employs the broadcast and
chain patterns in its representation. The JPEG compression algo-
rithm downsamples both the chroma (Cb and Cr) components before
processing them. Except this, all three components (both chroma
and luma Y ) are processed through functionally similar chains of
blocks. The input pixels are grouped into blocks that are then trans-
formed using the discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantized, and
scanned in a zigzag order. In particular, the chroma components
may be processed using shared functional modules as being clearly
exposed by the topology block. Without the use of topological

JPEG Throughput FPGA Resource Utilization
Encoder (samples Slices (out 18kB 18x18

/cycle) of 13696) BRAM MULT
Non-shared 0.159 8070 (58%) 41 30

Shared 0.159 6088 (44%) 37 22
Table 1. Performance and resource utilization trade-offs for FPGA
implementation of JPEG encoder.

patterns, this observation may not have been clear until the entire
graph was carefully traced — for a design tool, this observation may
go entirely unexploited because such high level structure can be dif-
ficult to extract automatically from unstructured specifications.

We make use of this potential for resource sharing — which
is exposed explicitly at a high-level through the use of topological
patterns — to develop a streamlined FPGA implementation. Aware-
ness of the high level topological pattern in this application allows
for systematic trade-off analysis between two design options —
one with shared resources for chroma component processing and
another without shared resources. An analysis of the high level
dataflow specification suggests that downsampling of chroma com-
ponents would ensure that the chain processing Y component is
the bottleneck and hence, the throughput should remain unaffected
even when the Cb and Cr components are processed using shared
functional modules. Precise modeling of the shared-resource im-
plementation of the JPEG encoder requires that the SDF design in
Fig. 4 be converted into an equivalent CSDF design in which buffers
between functional modules are duplicated and alternate buffers are
used in successive schedule iterations. For more background on
this form of CSDF-based structural modeling, we refer the reader
to [26]. From inspection of the CSDF intermediate model, it can
be reasoned that the buffer requirement would remain unchanged
across both designs (shared- versus separate-resource). However,
we expect that the shared-resource version of the JPEG encoder
would result in a net reduction in BRAM utilization.

This analysis can be confirmed from the resource utilization and
throughput for shared- and separate-resource JPEG encoder imple-
mentations on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA, as shown in Table 1.
The base clock rate for our experiments is 40MHz. Even though
actor-level resource sharing is often avoided in FPGA implementa-
tion due to the relatively high costs of multiplexing and routing re-
sources (e.g., see [27]), resource sharing for a subgraph in a dataflow
representation can result in conservation of FPGA resources that
overrides the multiplexing overhead. The shared-resource JPEG en-
coder uses less BRAM than the separate-resource version, which can
be attributed to the shared DCT block. Also, the shared-resource ver-
sion uses fewer (18×18) multiplier units by employing shared down-
sampling, DCT, and quantization modules. As expected — from the
aforementioned bottleneck analysis — both versions of the JPEG en-
coder achieve the same throughput. In particular, the Y component
remains as the system bottleneck even when the Cb and Cr compo-
nents are processed using shared FPGA resources. Our experiments
thus demonstrate concretely how topological patterns can provide a
formal path from scalable application analysis to the systematic ex-
ploration of implementation trade-offs in the design and implemen-
tation of signal processing systems on a relevant target platform.

6. CONCLUSION

We have introduced the concept of topological patterns, which can
be used to identify and concisely iterate across arbitrary structures in
a dataflow application graph. We have presented a general formula-
tion of topological patterns as well as its interpretation in the context



of dataflow modeling. We have shown how the types of flowgraph
substructures that are pervasive in DSP application domain can be
effectively represented in terms of topological patterns, and thereby
used to generate compact, scalable application representations. We
have also shown how an underlying design tool can exploit a high-
level application specification consisting of topological patterns in
various aspects of the design flow. In particular, we have demon-
strated the efficacy of topological patterns in dataflow graph analy-
sis, concise and scalable representation of HSDF graphs, and explor-
ing implementation specific trade-offs. Automating the application
and integration of topological patterns and pattern-specific analysis
techniques is a useful direction for further investigation.
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